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No: (2) in Ed.Pk.2151/61
No: (1) in Ed.Pk.1042/61

Ministry of Education - Official Statement
The Ownership of Premises of National - Type Fully Assisted Schools

The Ministry of Education wishes to make clear the position with regard to the
ownership and use of premises in National - Type fully - assisted schools which
were formerly mission schools or Chinese Secondary Schools.

2. First of all, the existing premises are not "Nationalised". The Government does
bot take over the ownership of them when they are used for a fully - assisted
National - Type School.

3. It is however impossible to have a school without premises and that is why one
of the standard conditions for becoming fully - assisted is:

"To provide such accommodation for approved classes and such playing space
as shall be required by the Minister, and to undertake that such
accommodation or playing space not be increased, decreased or in any way
altered without the consent of the Minister."

4. Naturally a school board must be able to offer suitable land and premises.
Therefore when a school, primary or secondary, applies for full assistance, it
applies on the basis of having a suitable building for the accommodation of the
pupils concerned and it is accepted on this basis.

5. When this happens, ownership of the school building remains with the
Management or former owners but the building is placed at the disposal of the
Government for use as a school.

6. While the building is so used as a fully assisted school, the Government
undertakes to meet the full cost of keeping the property in good repair. The
Government will also give grants towards the cost of extensions and improvements
to the premises.
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7. In return for meeting the cost of maintaining the premises, for providing
equipment, for contributing towards the cost of alterations and extensions and for
paying in full the salaries of teachers and other employees of the school, the
Government expects to have full use of the premises. This is obviously reasonable
while the Government is maintaining both the school and the property and the
Government therefore does not expect the premises to be used for other purposes
while the school is enjoying full assistance, except with the agreement of the
Government.

8. The position therefore is that the premises of the school receiving full
assistance are entrusted for the time being to the Government for educational
purposes but if and when assistance to the school from the Government ceases,
then the existing buildings are again at the sole disposal of the original owners, who
may use them in any way they think fit.

9. In this way ownership of the premises is safeguarded for the original owners,
while at the same time, the use of the premises for the purposes of a national - type
school is also safeguarded while the Government is giving full assistance to the
school.

Ministry of Education, Kuala Lumpur.
22nd November 1961
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